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Abstract: Brain Computer Interface(BCI) is a emerging research topic nowadays for researchers. Its significant addition ranging 
from medical applications to education, research area , marketing, games and entertainment etc. BCI provides a channel between 
brain of living creature and external machine. It is a process in which brain accepts a mechanical device either by invasive method 
or non-invasive method as its natural part and by processing of signals, various applications are evolved and created. This paper 
shows the system of BCI, hardware and software components of BCI with its huge applications like wheelchair, bionic eye, 
honda’s robot etc. At the end of this paper future work in BCI are discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Brain Computer Interface is a technology that provides a 
direct communication path between brain and object to be 
controlled without requirement of any external peripheral 
device to issue commands. In the early days BCI was mainly 
used for medical purposes but nowadays it is used as research 
tool, military areas, education, production, games, 
entertainment etc.  

BCI system takes and classifies brain activity into a signal 
to which a computer can respond. To supervise a apparatus, 
the user should  produce various brain activity patterns, which 
are captured in the form of electroencephalogram(EEG) and 
converted to commands by identifying the signatures of EEG 
by BCI system[1]. Such classification was undertaken by 
various BCI methods. 

BCI methods are divided into two groups: Endogenous and 
Exogenous. Endogenous BCI means the BCI is based only on 
spontaneously generated brain patterns  having signals SCPs 
or Sensorimotor rhythms possesses advantages like 
autonomous to any simulation, convenient for cursor control 
applications and useful for people with affected sense organs. 
Exogenous BCI means the BCI is based on brain responses to 
external stimulus  having signals SSVEP or P300 grabs 
advantages such as high bit rate and minimal training. 

BCI systems can be categorized into following types[23]: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure1: Types of BCI 

 
A. Invasive BCIs 

They are embedded directly into the gray matter of the brain 
by   neurosurgery. Invasive devices produce highest quality of 
signals as they are embedded in gray matter but signals  
become weaker as they are prone to scar tissue build-up. 
B. Partial Invasive BCIs 

This implemented inside the skull but outside the brain.  
Electrocorticography[2] is the example of partial invasive BCI. 
An electrode Grid is embedded by surgical dissection. 
C. Non-Invasive BCIs 
     This most useful neuron imaging method which is applied 
to the outside of the skull. Brain Imaging techniques used in 
non-invasive BCI are[3]: 

1) Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI):     It 
is a technique for measuring brain activity. fMRI can be used 
to develop activation maps representing which parts of the 
brain are captivated  in a particular mental process. 

2) Electroencephalography (EEG): It is the 
measurement of the electrical activity of the brain by recording 
from electrodes placed on the scalp. The resulting traces are 
known as an electroencephalogram (EEG) and represent an 
electrical signal from a large number of neurons. 

3) Magnetoencephalography (MEG): It is an imaging 
technique used to measure the magnetic fields produced by 
electrical activity in the brain via extremely sensitive devices 
known as SQUIDs. These measurements are commonly used 
in both research and clinical settings. 

4) Near infrared spectroscopy: It is an optical technique 
for measuring blood oxygenation in the brain. It works by 
shining light in the near infrared part of the spectrum (700-
900nm) through the skull and detecting how much the 
remerging light is faded. How much the light is attenuated 
depends on blood oxygenation and NIRS can contribute an 
indirect measure of brain activity. 

II. BRAIN COMPUTER INTERFACE SYSTEM 

BCI System has following three main steps to complete its 
working[4]: 
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A.   Signal Acquisition  
It is required to take signals from the brain. These signals are 
used by computers so they require to be digitize and 
amplification because the strength of signals are usually low. 
These electric signals could be recorded from scalp, surface of 
brain or from neural activity. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure2: BCI Signal Processing 
 

B. Signal Processing 
It [1] is used to analyse the signals which are recorded 

during signal acquisition. It consists of following sub 
operations: 

1) Preprocessing: It is first step of signal processing. 
Some filtering techniques are used to make the features for 
clear detection. The most common types of preprocessing are 
artifact detection, spectral filtering and spatial filtering. 

2) Feature extraction: It is an important operation to 
predict outcomes from raw signal. It extracts features of 
specific signals. EEG recordings not only contain electrical 
signals from the brain, but also several unwanted signals. 
Those unwanted signals may bias the analysis of the EEG and 
may lead to wrong conclusions. Therefore, the digitized 
signals are subjected to feature extraction procedures such as 
K-Fisher coefficients, sequence forward selections, principal 
component analysis etc. 

3) Signal Classification: It uses features extracted in 
feature extraction process. The main algorithms able to 
perform classification are  Support Vector Machine, Linear 
Discriminant Analysis, Naïve Bayes Classifier and Multilayer 
Perceptron. 

4) Translation Algorithm: It is operation of converting 
the extracted features into device command orders that carry 
out user’s intent. 
C. Data Manipulation 

It is step in which output is manipulated after classification 
of signals to suite the output devices such as cursor movement, 
letter selection, command a robot arm etc. 

 

 
 
Figure3: Conceptual BCI system with various kinds of Neurofeedbacks[5] 

III. BCI MONITORING HARDWARE AND 
SOFTWARE 

A. BCI Hardware 
It[4] is used to amplify the weak signals received from 

brain that require special treatment to display them in digital 
format. BCI Hardware is divided into following types: 

1) The first type is Electrodes made up of gold. It is of 
two types: 

a) Active Electrodes contain an amplifier with gain 
1–10 inside it in which it reduces the noise and cable 
interferences. 

b) Passive Electrodes  are usually distributed on the 
scalp from 10 to 20 electrodes and do not include any 
amplifier. 

2) The second type is Signal Amplifier is important part 
of physiological recording and analysis in which the brain 
signals are very weak and it is used to amplify them. 

 

 
 

Figure4: Sample of BCI amplifier[6]. 

 
3) The third type is Real Time Signal 

Handling is managed on different Operating Systems 
including windows and Linux as well as Mac OS. C++ is one 
of the most used language for analysis over C++ LabVIEW 
(National Instruments Corp., Austin, TX, USA) and MATLAB 
(The MathWorks Inc., Natick, USA) are mostly used as 
programming languages. 
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B. BCI Software 
It[4] is available in commercial kits. Some of them are as 

given below: 
1)    Neurobci [7] in which it allows users to develop 

their own Brain Computer Interface (BCI), bio- or 
neurofeedback application, as created in Html/Jscript, C++, or 
Matlab. 

2) FieldTrip [8] is a MATLAB toolbox that is used for 
analysis. It utilizes TCP connections for multiple clients as at 
the same time. 

3) DataSuite[9] is another software tool for data 
acquisition. The DataSuiteconsists of two parts including the 
DataRiver and MatRiver. DataRiver is a data management and 
synchronization real time engine while MatRiver is a 
MATLAB client toolbox for DataRiver. 

4) Emotiv EEG[10] neuroheadset  is a wireless BCI set; 
this set is a neuro-signal acquisition and processing wireless 
neuroheadset. The set can be wirelessly connected to a 
computer. One advantage of the set is it has 14 saline sensors 
offer optimal positioning for accurate spatial resolution 

5) ModularEEG[11] is another EEG hardware created 
by the OpenEEG hardware developers. The modularEEG has 
two or more than two EEG amplifiers, and a 6-channel signal 
capture board that connects to a PC via a standard serial cable. 
The modularEEG has two types of electrodes which are active 
and passive electrodes. Some skin preparation is required 
while there is no preparation is required when active 
electrodes are used. 

IV. BRAIN COMPUTER INTERFACE 
APPLICATIONS 

BCI is interesting research area to researchers nowadays 
because its applications reached beyond medical applications. 
In early days BCI mainly focused on health sector but now it 
is used in military, marketing, production, security, games 
etc[12]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure5: Applications of BCI 
 

A. Medical Applications 
Healthcare has wide  variety of applications with 

collaboration of brain computer interface. Following are some 
examples: 

1) Motor neuroprosthetics: The aim of these 
BCIs[13] is to either restore movement of individuals with 
paralysis or provide some special devices to assist them. 
Special devices can be different types of interfaces with 
computers or even robot arms for control. 

2) BrainGate: The system is a brain implant 
and is designed to help patients who have lost control of 
bodily functions, such as patients with spinal cord injury, 
brainstem stroke or amyotrophic lateral sclerosis[14]. The 
computer chip is implanted into the brain. The chip uses an 
array of 96 hair-thin electrodes that convert the electro-
magnetic activity of the neurons into electrically signals [15].  
Signals are decoded by a computer program and used in 
controlling robotic arms, a computer cursor or a wheelchair. 

3) Cochlear implant:  It is a form of BCI 
technology that is used to give hearing to the deaf. The 
implant is applauded for young children, ages 12 months and 
over. This provides a more natural development of speech and 
language understanding[16]. 

4) Bionic Eye:The bionic eye system[17] will 
consist of a small digital camera, external processor and a 
implant with a microchip and stimulating electrodes surgically 
placed in the back of the eye. Electrodes on the embedded chip 
convert these signals into electrical impulses to activate cells 
in the retina that connect to the optic nerve. These impulses are 
then go with the optic nerve to the vision processing centres of 
the brain, where they are depicted as an image. 

5) Honda’s Brain Machine Interface:Honda 
Research Institute, Japan, has determined Brain-Machine 
Interface (BMI)[18] that allows a user to control an ASIMO 
robot using nothing more than thought. Wearing a headset 
containing both electroencephalography (EEG) and near-
infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) sensors, the user simply 
imagines moving either his right hand, left hand, tongue or 
feet - and ASIMO makes a corresponding movement. 

6) Detecting Fatigue and Driver Alertness: 
Driver drowsiness is one of the major causes of serious traffic 
accidents. For this reason, a technique that can detect real-time 
driver drowsiness is of utmost importance to prevent 
drowsiness-caused accidents. If drowsiness consequences can 
be precisely disclosed, incidents can be prevented by 
countermeasures, such as awakening of the driver. The sleep 
cycle is divided into no-rapid-eye-movement (NREM) sleep 
and rapid-eye movement sleep. Sleepiness in drivers has been 
identified as a causal component in numerous accidents, 
because of the marked decrease in drivers’ view of danger and 
acknowledgment of threat, and their lessened capacities to take 
care of their vehicles[19]. 

B. Marketing and Adverisement 
        Marketing and advertisement field has also importance 
for researchers of BCI[12]. The benefits of using EEG 
evaluation for TV advertisements related to both commercial 
and political fields. BCI based assessment measures the 
generated attention accompanying watching activity. 
 
C. Education 

Neurofeedback is a promising approach for enhancing 
brain performance via targeting human brain activity 
modulation. It invades the educational systems, which utilizes 
brain electrical signals to determine the degree of clearness of 
studied information. Personalized interaction to each learner is 
established according to the resultant response 
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experienced[20]. Learning to self-regulate through 
noninvasive BCI has also been studied. It provides a mean for 
improving cognitive therapeutic approaches. BCI technology 
has been elaborated in self-regulation and skill learning via 
functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) 
neurofeedback[12]. 

D. Games and Entertainment 
Entertainment and gaming applications have opened 

the market for nonmedical brain computer interfaces. Various 
games ar like  helicopters are made to fly to any point in either 
a 2D or 3D virtual world. Combining the features of existing 
games with brain controlling capabilities has been subject to 
many researches  which tend to provide a multi-brain 
entertainment experience. The video game is called 
BrainArena. The players can join a collaborative or 
competitive football game by means of two BCIs. They can 
score goals by imagining left or righthand movements. 
E. Security 

    Security systems involve knowledge based, object based 
and/or biometrics based authentication. They have shown to be 
vulnerable to several drawbacks such as simple insecure 
password, shoulder surfing, theft crime, and cancellable 
biometrics. Cognitive Biometrics or electrophysiology, where 
only modalities using biosignals (such as brain signals) are 
used as sources of identity information, gives a solution for 
those vulnerabilities[21].Electroencephalogram (EEG), as a 
biometric modality, could be used to send covert warning 
when the authorized user is under external forcing conditions. 

V. CONCLUSION 

      Brain Computer Interface provides a channel between 
brain and external devices. System with faster speed, accuracy, 
signal processing, user training are require to have successful 
BCI system in real world. Brain Computer Interface have huge 
possibility in every application where machine interact with 
human beings such as medical application, 3d games, security 
etc. 
      But the main challenges of BCI are user acceptance, 
technical issues like noise in signals, low information transfer 
rate etc. which can be resolved by interdisciplinary research 
between engineers, computer programmers, psychologists and 
neuroscientists. For creation of successful application of BCI 
will be relying on analyze relevant user group and study the 
requirements of user. 
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